
Crafts ’n Snacks
A Monthly Series from Keepsake Curriculum

November
Craft: Owl at Night Stained Glass 

Snack: Owl Pretzel Bites 

Story Ideas: 
“Little Owl’s Night” by Divya Srinivasan 

“Owlet’s First Flight” by Mitra Modarressi 

“Owl Babies” by Martin Waddell  

“Lazy Ozzie” by Michael Coleman



Owl at Night Stained Glass 
This stained glass craft made from waxed paper, tissue paper, 
and construction paper is vibrant and beautiful. It’s also really 

fun to make! 

                                                           Materials: 
2 pieces of waxed paper, approximately 9x12 in. each 

Scissors & Pencil 
Construction Paper 

Owl Template (included) 
Glue Stick 

Night Color Tissue Paper (blues, purples, etc. - yellow for moon if desired) 

                                                                     Instructions: 
*The template tracing and cutting (steps 1-6) can be prepped in 

advance or done with your child 
1. Print and cut out the templates for the owl. 

2. Trace the body and two wings onto brown construction paper; 
cut. 

3. Trace two outer eye circles onto white construction paper; cut. 
4. Trace two inner eye circles onto the colored paper of your 

choice; cut. 
5. Trace two pupil circles onto black construction paper; cut. 

6. Trace two feet and the beak onto orange construction paper; 
cut. 

7. Glue the eyes onto the owl’s head with the glue stick. The two white 
circles should go first,  your colored inner eye circles should go on top of the 

white ones, and the black pupil circles should be glued on top. 



8. Glue one wing on either side of the owl’s body. The glue should go on 
the back of the wing, but only where it will touch the owl. Do not rub glue 

over the entire back of the wing. 
9. Attach the feet by rubbing glue only at the top and on the front. Stick 

them underneath the bottom of the owl. 
10. Glue the nose beneath the owl’s eyes. 

11. Assemble your waxed paper frame by 
cutting 4 black strips of paper to fit along 

the top, bottom, and sides of your 9x12 
waxed paper. They should be about a 1/2 

inch thick. 
12. Rub your glue stick along the top edge 

of one sheet of waxed paper. 
13. Lay the top strip of black paper onto the 

glue and smooth it out. 
14. Complete the frame by gluing the black 
strips on the other 3 sides of the frame; 

trim the excess. 
15. Flip the frame over and gather your 

pieces of night colored tissue paper.  
16. Rub the glue in sections on the back of the waxed paper and fill 
in with tissue paper pieces, being sure to fill in to the edge of the 

frame. 
17. Move across the waxed paper, applying more 
glue and tissue paper in sections. Do not leave 

any gaps. If desired, add yellow pieces along the 
top to be stars, and glue several yellow pieces 
next to each other in the right corner to be a moon.



18. Fill in the rest of the frame.  
19. Take the other piece of 9x12 waxed paper and rub glue 

over the entire piece. Lay it on top of the tissue paper pieces 
and smooth it out to make 

sure it sticks.  
20. Flip the finished 

stained glass frame over 
and trim any excess 

waxed paper. 
21. If desired, cut two 

strips of brown construction paper to be a tree branch for 
your owl to sit on; glue it inside the bottom of the frame. 

22. Glue the entire back of the owl and place where 
desired inside the frame. 

23. Hang in a 
window to enjoy the 

beauty of your 
stained glass “Owl 

at Night”.



Owl Parts Printout

Wings - cut out wing 
template and trace two onto 
brown construction paper

Outer Eyes - cut out outer eye template and 
trace two onto white construction paper

Inner Eyes - cut out inner eye template and 
trace two onto construction paper color of your 
choice Pupils- cut out pupil template and trace two 

onto black construction paper

Beak- cut out beak template and trace one 
onto orange construction paper

Owl Feet- cut out feet template and trace two 
onto orange construction paper



Owl Body Template -  
Print, cut, and trace onto brown construction paper



Owl Pretzel Bites

 Ingredients: 
Pretzel Crisps 

White Icing 
Chocolate Chips 
Orange M&Ms 

****An alternative would be to use cream cheese, black olives, and a small piece of carrot to 
make your owl pretzel bites

Directions: 
1. Place pretzel crisps out on a tray, tin foil, or waxed paper. Flip the pretzel crisps so that the 

two little “tips” are on top; these will be the owl eyes (if you leave them pointed down it will 
look like a turkey). 

2. Place your icing/frosting into a plastic zip bag and cut a small hold in the bottom corner to 
pipe out the frosting. 

3. Make the owl eyes by piping two dots onto the holes of the pretzel crisp. Make them large 
enough so that they touch in the middle like owl eyes. 

4. Stick one chocolate chip (flat side up) into the two frosting dots. 
5. Cut an orange M&M in half and stick into the frosting beneath the eyes. 

6.  Repeat on other pretzel crisps. 

*This recipe was found at https://www.instructables.com/id/Owl-or-Turkey-Pretzel-Treats-2-Versions-Sweet-Savo/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Owl-or-Turkey-Pretzel-Treats-2-Versions-Sweet-Savo/
https://www.instructables.com/id/Owl-or-Turkey-Pretzel-Treats-2-Versions-Sweet-Savo/


Owl Read-Alouds for Kids

“Little Owl’s Night” by Divya Srinivasan - It's evening in the forest and Little Owl wakes up from 
his day-long sleep to watch his friends enjoying the night. Hedgehog sniffs for mushrooms, Skunk 
nibbles at berries, Frog croaks, and Cricket sings. A full moon rises and Little Owl can't 
understand why anyone would want to miss it. Could the daytime be nearly as wonderful? Mama 
Owl begins to describe it to him, but as the sun comes up, Little Owl falls fast asleep. 

*** Also check out “Little Owl’s Day” 

“Owlet’s First Flight” by Mitra Modarressi - Little Owlet’s Mama tells him that it’s time for him to 
fly, but Little Owlet does not want to be out by himself in the dark. His Mama believes he can be 
brave, so he decides to leave the nest for the first time. As Owlet makes his way through the sky 
to explore the sights and sounds of nighttime, he runs into a few frightening obstacles along the 
way, but he eventually learns that being brave can be a fun adventure!  

“Owl Babies” by Martin Waddell - Three baby owls wake one night and find their mother is gone, 
and they can’t help but wonder where she is. What is she doing? When will she be back? What 
scary things move all around them? Not surprisingly, great joy greets the mother at her return. 
Stunning illustrations beautifully capture these anxious little owls as they await their mother’s 
return. 

“Lazy Ozzie” by Michael Coleman - Lazy Ozzie is too lazy to learn how to fly. So he thinks of a 
brilliant plan to fool his mother into thinking that he can. But will Ozzie's mother be so easily 
fooled? A really fun little story.


